LIMS-plus Release Notes 5.3.31-5.3.33
TFS No.

Description

Solution Description

29694

A confirm delete option has been added when a
user selects Delete from the Results entry
screen on existing entered results.

In Examination and Sample Results page, when the user
selects a result in the tree-view and selects Delete in the leftclick menu, the user will see a Confirm Delete dialog to which
they will answer Yes or No.

38248

Secondary Evidence Description and OtherId
are retained appropriately when evidence is
edited on Evidence tab.

When an evidence item is edited, the existing Secondary
Evidence Description and Other Id will be retained.

41061

When adding a new Storage Location, assigned
Roles are now retained appropriately.

Assigned Roles will be present as they were selected prior to
Save.

43616

The Static Report file name in a Notification
email is updated to use a new naming
convention instead of "Static Report".

The name of the attachment has been updated to [Lab Case
No.]_[Request No.]_[Attachment Description]_[Version].

44106

The LastUpdateDate value for a request is only
updated when an action has been performed
on the request.

LastUpdateDate will not update when clicking on the Main
Case View tabs. It will only update for a single request if an
action was performed on the specific request.

47218

The 'Add' button associated to a grid within
Sample Batch Results entry functions
appropriately when adding a row for an existing
result in batch processing.

When this issue was logged, it was related to the "old" way of
results entry in Sample Batch. The nature of the new Sample
Batch Results entry has resolved this issue.

11.01.2018

Known Limitations

Secondary Item Descriptions
and Other IDs are not saved if
the item is not related to the
request.
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48147

Description

Solution Description

Known Limitations

User has the ability to bulk register barcodes for
evidence items from the Evidence Tab in the
Main Case View.

On the Evidence Tab, the user now has the ability to register
one barcode each for item without having to individually
select items, click Edit, select Register, then scan or type the
ID, click Save, etc. because this was a very time-consuming
process.

Optimal performance occurs
with 200 or fewer evidence
items associated to a case.

When using the Qualtrax Workflows | Add workflow function,
the user will only see a list of workflows based on the
configuration AND the fact that the workflow is ONLINE.
48480

Completed necessary updates within LIMS-plus
to accommodate Qualtrax API changes related
to Workflow Definitions and List Items.

Offline workflows will not be available for selection in the Add
Workflow | Workflow picklist.
When selecting an ONLINE workflow where the Inbox Display
field is of "List" type, the List of values presented will only be
values that are marked as Enabled in the Qualtrax application.

48484

Application Message has been refactored to
appear to the left of the Lab Listing.

The Application Message has been updated to appear to the
left of the Lab Listing.

48507

User has the ability to bulk generate barcodes
for evidence items from the Evidence Tab on
Main Case View.

On the Evidence Tab, the user has the ability to generate and
print one or more barcodes for items without having to
individually select items, click Edit, select barcode definition
and printer, click Save, etc. because this was a very timeconsuming process.

48508

Updated Agency Type to support the use of an
apostrophe when viewed in the dropdown.

Agency Type has been updated to display in the dropdown as
entered when an apostrophe is used.

11.01.2018
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Known Limitations

Printer name value has been updated to
support 255 characters in the
TempPrinterDocument Table.

Increased the size of TempPrinterDocument Printer name
value field to support 255 characters.

Any two of the exact same examinations (or DUIs)
that could potentially be in progress at the same
time (ie. parallel examinations or sequential exams
where each is "not required") should not be used in
Sample Batches.
IsReviewed flag is not retained for samples without
results when closing and re-opening a batch.

49036

Existing Sample Batch form is updated to allow
for a much richer user experience.

The Sample Batch form and process have
been modified to provide the user with a
richer, more streamlined experience.
Please see the Help Files for a detailed
description of Sample Batch updates.

Required Fields – user must satisfy the required
field before proceeding, this includes navigating to
another sample and Closing the batch.
When the same samples from different requests
are added to a sample batch, the sample batch
grid "No. of Samples" value will indicate the
quantity of items, not the quantity of item/request
paired items.
Visible Conditions cannot be validated from within
a Batch.
‘Add’ button within a Sample Result grid DUI does
not function if there are no existing rows in the
grid.

11.01.2018
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49347

Upgrade the LIMS-plus application to use JTHub
and JTTray versions 1.1.0.0.

A new version of JTTray was created that moved the JTHub
URL storage to a registry key, implemented a time-checker on
JTTray to ensure it was connected to JTHub, and implemented
a version number on the JTTray console. LIMS-plus is now
using JTHub and JTTray versions 1.1.0.0.

49429

Barcode Definition Mapped Printer Is Applied
on Definition Selection in the Bulk Generate
Barcodes modal.

In the Bulk Generate Barcodes modal, when a barcode
Definition is selected that has a Printer mapped in Barcode
Printer Settings, the assigned Printer will populate as the
Printer selection.

49605

When LIMS-plus is unable to communicate with
JTHub, the AppPool remains connected.

When LIMS-plus cannot communicate with JTHub, the
application pool does not crash and cause the user not to be
able to login to the application.

49833

In the Evidence tab, the application will prevent
the use of over 30 characters when registering a
barcode ID.

The application will prevent submitting barcode IDs more than
30 characters in length.

50255

A Produce Attachment Activity with no
template defaulted, and a report template later
selected at the time of the Activity, will
generate and store a .pdf attachment instead of
an .rpt attachment. The file name is updated to
use a new naming convention.

The report is automatically stored as a request related
attachment related to the request above with a file type of
.pdf with a file name of: [CaseNo]_[ReqNo]_[PA
Description]_[Version] (where version starts with "0").

50283

Service selection is mandatory, along with
Examination Type, when creating Sample
Batches in the Sample Batch Wizard.

Service is now mandatory (along with Examination Type) to be
able to differentiate between an exam that exists in a parallel
set and one in a sequential exam.

11.01.2018

Known Limitations
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